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ABSTRACT:

Line sources with slab shields represent typical source-shield configuration in gamma-
ray attenuation problems. Such shielding problems often lead to the generalized Secant
integrals of the form:

j 'bsec9>(sec <p)ad<p, for b>0, 0<v | /<7i /2 .

Besides numerical integration approach, various expansions and rational
approximations with limited applicability are in use for computing the value of such integral
functions. Lately, the author developed rapidly convergent infinite series representation of
generalized Secant Integrals involving incomplete Gamma functions. Validity of such
representation was established for zero and positive values of integral parameter a (a > 0).

In this paper recurrence relations for generalized Secant Integrals are derived allowing
us simple approximate analytic calculation of the integral for arbitrary a values. It is
demonstrated how truncated series representation can be used, as the basis for such
calculations, when possibly negative a values are encountered.

I INTRODUCTION

For isotropic line source of uniform strength SL with slab shield (Fig.l.), using buildup
factors in the expanded polynomial form [1], detector response in point P is given as [2] :

where fit is respective shield thickness (in mfp.), ^i(Eo) is appropriate flux to detector

response conversion factor [3], SL is the source strength and la(y/,b) is the generalized
Secant integral [2] defined as :

v
<p (sec <p)ad<p, for b>0, 0
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Figure 1.

Such integral functions, amongst of, the well-known Sievert integral [4] (a = 0) is a
special case, arise in radiation shielding problems comprising line sources with slab shields
and taking into account various forms of buildup factors (Taylor's, Berger's, polynomial or
expanded polynomial form recently introduced by author [1]).

The similar generalization was given by Hungerford [5] using ordinary polynomial
form of buildup factors that leads to Secant integrals of the «th kind (integer values of
parameter a).

Lately [2], the author developed rapidly convergent infinite series representation of
generalized Secant Integrals involving incomplete Gramma functions [6] in the following
form:

CO ,

(1)

applicable for a > 0, b > 0 and 0 < y/< x/4 , where coefficients of expansion are given

, satisfying recurrence relations
j=0

Pa.i=Pa-V-l+Pa-\.i

For 7i/4< y/< nil, and a e R we can use

Ia (y,, b)=la (TV/4 , b) + f; k{ b
2M [r(a-2M, bsec n/A) - T(a-2i-{, b sec^)]

where * i = (2 i - l)!!/(2i)U

(2)

(3)

The advantage of the above representation of generalized Secant Integral is in rapid
convergence with expansion coefficients that doesn't depend on the value of parameter b. It
converges fast enough for most practical applications.

Introduced series expansion allows considerable truncation for most practical
applications without significant loss of accuracy. To illustrate, for 0 < a < 4, three term
approximation provides the result that is within 1% of the theoretical value of the integral, or
better.
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The values of incomplete Gamma functions T(m,y)and y(tn,y) can be easily
obtained from known rapidly convergent series expansions or continued fraction
representation (Luke, 1969, Press et. al., 1988) [7], [8]. Calculations could be further
simplified by using known functional relations (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980) [9],
y(m + l,y)= my {m,y)-yme~yand T{r + \,y)=rT(r,y)+yre~y.

II SERIES REPRESENTATION AND ITS PROPERTIES

Some important properties of Secant integral series representation is worth
emphasizing:

- For higher b values ib > a), the major part of the Ia(y/,b) value originates from

interval near i// = 0 because of the higher exponential attenuation for greater y/
values. Consequently we can obtain a desired accuracy (prescribed relative error)
with less number of terms in the series expansion (1), regardless of the y/ value. As
an example of such behavior, for b > 10 and with a < 2 we can supply the value of
the integral Ia(y/>7tl4,b) within 1 % , using only two terms (i = 0, 1) of the

expansion (1) with y/ = n/4y thus neglecting the contribution above i/r=

For smaller y values, convergence of the series (1) is more rapid and for y/ < 10°
(keeping a < 4) , single-term expansion assures approximation with relative error
below 1% regardless of b value.

For higher a values (with constant b) more terms, proportional to a value, are
needed to supply the same percentage of the integral value as in the case of single-
term approximation for a - 0. As soon as more terms are added, that
approximation becomes superior to one with a = 0. Such behavior is a direct
consequence of the expansion coefficient's features that were analyzed in [2]. It is
worth mentioning that, in the realm of buildup factors polynomial-based
approximations, higher a values (>5) are rarely expected.

An interesting behavior occurs for high y/ with small b and larger a values. In that
case the major part of the integral, originates from the interval near y/ = TC/2,
because of the strong peak of the integrand value in that region. As the result,
when b < 0.1 and with a > 3 we can supply a value of Ia(7rj2Jb) within 1% with a
single term (i = 0) of the expansion in equation (3).

It can be shown1 that for negative a values, series expansion in (1) still converges
for 0 < y/< %I3 but the convergence rate is strongly dependent on a and y/ values.
That limits the practical application of series in (1) to small negative a values. In
radiation attenuation practice such cases could occur if rational functions are used
for buildup factors approximation.

The proof is beynd the scope of this text
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Ill DERIVATION OF THE RECCURENCE RELATIONS

Since for large negative a values, expansion in (1) becomes impractical it would be
desirable to calculate the integral, for that parameter values, by some other means. The most
practical way is to use recurrence relations if they exist. The recurrence relations can be found
as follows:

Using substitution x=secy, we can rewrite equation (1) as:

Performing the derivative of the integrand we can write:

secje

f^dx+ b" f hx dx

Using partial integration with some rearrangements and with the definition of secant
integrals we get:

\

b"e
a + \

x

= -bIa(¥,b)+b(a-l) Ia_X<?,

Finally we can write recurrence relations as:

b(a-l)Ia_^,b)- UbIa+2(y,,b)+albIa+Xy,b) =ba

After generalization we may write:

or

(4)

a-n+1 b""

a-n b (a-n) b (a-n) -n+3

a-n
-(sec^)a " (5)

There are some interesting special cases :
1. blXy,b) - VbI3(y/,b)+ Vb

2. blo(ys,b) -l/bl2(ty,b)+bl

3. I0{jvj2,b) = I2(7r/2,b)-b21_x(x/2,b)- known as Bickley function [10].

To demonstrate practical merit of above derived relations we present several integral
calculations for large negative a values (a — - 4.7, a - - 8.7 and a = - 12.7), in Table 1. In the
first column we give true value of the integrals. In second column we give calculating value
using three term expansion of equation (1). The values in last column are obtained using
recurrence relations (4) in the following way :

- First we calculate integrals I03(n/4,b), l^{n:jA,b) and /2 3(^/4,6) using three
term expansion (1) and after that we use recurrence relations for calculating final integral
values (and intermediate integrals) in the iteration process.
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TABLE 1.
Secant integral

'-4.7 (^4,1)

^-.2.7(^/4, i r

True value
(numeric integration)

0.1770

0.1427

0.1219

Three term exp.
of equation (1)

0.1206*

-0.1344**

-0.6849 ***

Recurrence calc.
equation (5)

0.1773

0.1429

_ 0.1221

* To obtain 3 exact significant digits 6 terms of expansion (1) must be used
** To obtain 3 exact significant digits 14 terms of expansion (1) must be used

*** To obtain 3 exact significant digits 30 terms of expansion (1) must be used

The results in Table 1. clearly demonstrate the practical importance of recurrence
relations (5) when negative a values occur in Secant integral calculations. When using
recurrence relation (4) for higher positive a values, exact integral values should be used for
start, to avoid inaccuracies due to accumulation of error in iteration process. For negative a
values relation (5) is far less sensitive and could be used with confidence.

IV. CONCLUSION

Using buildup data in the form of an expanded polynomial set, Point Kernel
calculation of dose fields from such geometries ends up with the solution that is expressible in
terms of generalized Secant integrals.

Series representations in terms of incomplete Gamma functions in equations (1) and
(3) are adequate (beside numerical integration) for computing generalized Secant integral
values to desired accuracy. The main features of such representation are listed below:

(i) Expansion coefficients of both series are not dependent on the value of parameter b .
(ii) Choosing y/e = %IA assures convergence that is fast enough for both series. In average

less than 2 new terms of the series are needed for each new exact decimal digit of the
integral value,

(iii) For all practical applications (0 < a < 5) three-term approximation provides a value of
the integral within 1 % or better,

(iv) For large negative a values developed recurrence relations make possible fast and
precise calculation of the integral.

(v) For smaller ^values (y/< 20°) single or two-term approximation is usually sufficient,
(vi) Successive values of Incomplete Gamma functions can be easily computed using

known functional relations.
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